FEDERate LOCALLY ORGANIZE COLLECTIVELY OPEN NATURALLY
- experimental and collective construction of a eco place -

What is the Flocon project?
the local level
*

The dream would be that collectively we could self-build an ecological village allowing the

reception of public.

*

The idea would be to offer our territory to unite around a common, experimental and innovative

project.

*

The wish would be that this whole village is only made with re-used, recycled, recovered,

donated materials and that like a snowflake it can leave no trace if it decides to disappear.

*

Develop green tourism and contribute to environmental protection while participating in the

economic and social development of our territory

*

The desire would be to forge links between citizens, local businesses, young audiences and

people without activity but with the strong desire to invest, to learn.

* The project would allow training in self-construction and eco-construction techniques.
* Innovation, awareness of behavioral changes to recycling, alternative and innovative methods are
also part of the project.

* The utopia of the project is to put in motion all the knowledge and skills of the territory. But also
that the popular force, that local entrepreneurship federate in the service of a social project.

PARTICIPATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF WELCOMING GROUPS IN THE TERRITORY
As part of the project Flocon, we want to create, on the plot n ° 187G n ° 15 a place of receptions,
animations and accommodation.

CONTENT
- A set of small light sleeping cabins of short duration of about 20 m²
- Constructions promoting accessibility to all handicaps: tourism and disability label
- An unusual accommodation offer
- A collective space of toilets (about 5 toilets and 5 showers, more washbasin, crockery linen ...)
- A common kitchen and meeting area of approximately 150 to 200 m2
- A set of small spaces of conviviality (of courtyards, greenhouses, pergolas ...).
- A PLACE OF BIODIVERSITY

CONSTRUCTION METHODS
- use of natural, recycled and recyclable materials.
- Self-construction in participative and educational sites with local and European public.
- Constructions favoring accessibility for all
- Constructions favoring the above ground (on stilts, on wheels: tiny house ...)
- Self-construction in participative and educational sites with local and European public.
- Constructions favoring accessibility for all
- Constructions favoring the above ground (on stilts, on wheels: tiny house ...)

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CABINS
- TENDING TO MAXIMUM USE OF RE-EMPLOYMENT
- reasoned use of chemical materials in the materials already produced
- reflection on the dangerousness of products and safety
- max to 0 euro
- Natural materials, reused, recycled, recyclable
- Entry on collective space
- According to orientation, exit on intimate space
- Without grounding: authorized pilings
- Easily moveable
- Energy autonomy
- Accessibility for any type of audience
- ERP standard (institution receiving the public)
- maximum 19m2

TARGETED PUBLICS
For constructions
* Participatory building sites (inhabitants, citizens)
* The collective engaged on this project
* Young people from local homes
* School and students
* Social structures (cmp, sessad, itep, ime ...)
* Young people from local missions
* Greta training
* Groups received throughout the year as part of the hawker project.
* Civic services
* European voluntary services
* Volunteers (workaway)

For the reception
The purpose of this place will be to provide temporary reception

- home groups formed
* groups received throughout the year as part of the hawker project.
* the school
* socio-educational structures
* trainees in training
* artists in residences

- reception
* family audience
* low-income families
* trainees in training

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
* The Sepaye owns the land
* Management and animation are delegated to La Colporteuse
* A lease, defining the operating procedures of the flake, is signed between the two associations
* A twinning committee and a common sense agreement are established between the two associations

Examples seen in Wales - https://ceridwencentre.co.uk/

- caravan recovery, mobile home and customization:

- bus recovery and customization:

THE "ECCE Build" FLAKE brings together a diversified transnational partnership to create a new
professional certificate in sustainable construction, which will be recognized by both the
vocational training sector and the higher education sector at European level. :

1. Adapt teaching and learning techniques so that they are accessible to all, regardless of previous
qualifications.

2. To influence the design of sustainable communities across Europe
- Sustainability in all its meanings, environmental, social, economic and practical with a particular focus
on sustainable construction
The ASSOCIATION LA COLPORTEUSE is the leader of this project which lasts for two years and
whose funding allows for mobility between countries, the arrival of specialized speakers and the
construction of a certificate on a European scale.
Thanks to this project the territory of Argentonnay and agglo2b is valued in the European perimeter.
This project brings together 60 to 80 people and also allows a popular mobilization on the territory.

LES PLANS

AN EXPERIMENTAL AND UNUSUAL PLACE
Some pictures as examples:

ANNEXES

- European Partners
Each meeting allows 7 people to visit the projects of each partner.
Two people participate in steering committee meetings for training construction
Five people participate in workshops to learn traditional techniques

University of Castellon, Spain

skills
- university certification work

Traditional techniques
- murs en terre pisée
- murs en pierres sèches

skills
- social and solidarity economy
- production of slideshows and a film

Associata ProVita, Romania

Traditional techniques
- Wood shingle cover
- Construction with recovery wood

Lammas, Pays de Galles

skills
- Construction with natural materials
- Eco village

Traditional techniques
- Earth and straw wall
- Reciprocal framework

FridayPeople, Uk

skills
- Work certification

Traditional techniques
- Straw construction

Fundacion Uxio Novoneyra,
Galicia, Spain

skills
- Work on the communication of the project
Traditional techniques
- earth insulation and stone wall

The first meeting of the steering committee was held in Argentonnay in October 2017
During this year 2018 we will discover our partners and their traditional techniques.
In June 2019, we will welcome all our partners plus the local population during a week of exchange
that will present the different techniques of the countries visited, present conferences on green building
and allow our partners to visit our beautiful territory.

The local group
Some forty people are working on this project in the area.
- inhabitants
- citizens
- craftsmen
- architects
- the members of both associations
Quarterly meetings are organized to build the entire project:
- communication and participation
- the plans
- the organization of participatory sites
- the preparation of the week of June

